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 This exchange between Lincoln Powell and Ben Reich takes place about midway 

through Alfred Besterʼs “The Demolished Man”. This confrontation is especially 

significant to both characters as it gives a concrete similarity between the two, and 

agreed upon in words. While Reich may appear to be completely evil, he has his 

strengths, his “own code” that makes him, in a sense, a “good” man. Powell, who plays 

the role of the detective, also exhibits his own aspects of duality in his “Dishonest Abe” 

persona. What Bester establishes here is both the similarity in the natures of Reich and 

Powell, and the supreme uniqueness of both of their characters. When it is revealed 

near the end of the “Demolished Man” that Reich is a “universe shaker”, we can also 

assume that Powell himself shares the same potential (though it is left unsaid). This is 

significant because in the end only one is left standing, and one “demolished”. At this 

point, humanity gives over its power to its own evolutionary development.
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 Alfred Besterʼs The Demolished Man is contains the necessary elements of a 

traditional detective story: murder, intrigue, and the obligatory final explanation at the 

end of the story where every secret is revealed and all loose ends are tied up for the 

reader. However, Bester uses these elements to experiment with the nature of the hard-

boiled detective motif to create something unique. Like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and his 

use of the character Watson as the narrator rather than Sherlock Holmes himself, 

Bester uses Ben Reich as his storyʼs point of view. The purpose avoiding the “all-

knowing” detective as the narrator is to allow the writer to reveal aspects of the story 

one piece at a time. This is why the “Esper” detective Lincoln Powell is not used as the 

narrator, but not why he is the antagonist in the story. Besterʼs choice in Reich is unique 

because Reich is the criminal in The Demolished Man. Yet, at the same time Bester 

uses this untraditional role reversal to explore something deeper within the context of 

the story, the blurring between what is generally used to express what is “good” or “evil,” 

and how an individualʼs code of ethics is far more valuable than those considered 

“universal.”

 This selection from The Demolished Man is significant for two reasons. It 

explains the “rules” for the game that Reich (there are none), and it establishes a 
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connection between Reich and Powell that is integral to the story. At first, Reich and 

Powell seem to occupy completely different ends of the spectrum. Reich is human, 

while Powell is an Esper. One represents humanityʼs past and present, while the other 

(as an Esper) represents the potential for future evolution of the human mind. One is a 

murderer, and the other is an officer of the law. Yet, Powell makes the distinction that 

Reich himself is both. When he states, “Youʼre two men, Reich. One of themʼs fine; and 

the otherʼs rotten. If you were all killer, it wouldnʼt be so bad,” Powell is ignoring the fact 

that he has two men within himself as well (85). Powellʼs alternate persona, “Dishonest 

Abe” is a liar and an opportunist (27). Powell could not “suppress the liar” in himself 

(27). It is proof that he is also, “two [different] men,” so Reich isnʼt the only one that is 

“half louse and half saint,” and neither is altogether “trustworthy” (84-85). 

 However, this seemingly two-faced nature of both characters is a part of their 

individualism. The individual “code” is a commonly used technique in many detective 

novels. It is often the case in the detective motif that in the absence of a particular 

written “code” (i.e. religion), the protagonist is forced to develop his own way of facing 

the problems that face him throughout the novel. The problem is, that both characters 

must come to terms with overarching ethical codes that directly and indirectly interfere 

with their lives. For Powell, it is the “Esper Code.” For Reich, it is both business ethics 

and the condemnation of murder that he must face. What is important is that both 

characters denounce both. They donʼt play by the “make believe rules some frightened 

little man wrote for the rest of the frightened little men” (84). This is where both 

characters are similar. When they agree to be “enemies” they are acknowledging the 
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mutual respect they have for each other because this aspect that they share is what 

they take pride in themselves.

 Although they “believe” themselves to be unique, or apart from other men, 

ultimately they are no different. Powell claims that Reich “is about to become a galactic 

focal point ... a crucial link between the positive past and the probable future ... [and] the 

deadly enemy of Galactic reason and reality” (201). Powell gives Reich far too much 

credit. Powell himself achieves something that no other Esper has ever done (the “Mass 

Cathexis”), and is able to manipulate the person he feels can make a significant impact 

on the course of the universe. Yet both men suffer “from the same megalomania,” both 

nurse “the proud illusion that [they are] unique in space and time,” and though both 

Reich and Powell “imagined themselves unique, irreplaceable, irreproducible,” the fact 

remains that “there will be more ... more plus infinity” (3). In the end only one is left 

standing, and one “demolished.” Even if this represents a “passing of the torch” from 

man to his successor, the real point is that none of this really even matters in the grand 

scheme of things. Powell are more similar because they “think” they are unique, than 

they really are. 
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